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simple design, environmental friendliness, and diverse choice of materials.[1–9]
All these merits show that TENG is a
promising technology to harvest distributed energy to compensate the energy
consumption of the supercapacitors/
batteries and drive small electronic
equipment straightforward.[10–17]
To increase the overall power output, the
contact area and structure of TENG have
been widely investigated.[4,7,18] However,
it is hard to directly drive a commercial
electronic equipment with high power
consumption by a single TENG due to
its inherent nature of low current. Thus,
it is necessary to make TENGs in parallel
for providing a relatively large amount
of electric current as energy supply
device.[18–22] When connecting several
TENGs in parallel, the intrinsic impulse
alternating current signals inevitably make
a huge electricity loss due to out-of-phase
cancellation among of the units unless all
of output signals are kept in perfect operation alignment. Although the structure design could avoid the
appearance of phase difference,[23] it is difficult to make every
single TENG keep in consistent output in harvesting biological
mechanical energy, wind energy, or ocean wave energy with
varying frequency and amplitude.[18,21] So there is an urgent
need to efficiently make TENG in parallel without unnecessary
electricity loss.
Some works obtain the sum of every rectified output of TENG
in order to avoid the electricity loss caused by waves interference, but the typically short duration pulse output of TENG has
a far lower effective current than the peak value, resulting in
a high crest factor (the ratio of the peak value to the effective
value of current output).[22] Generally, the crest factor of the
constant direct current (DC) and the commercial alternating
current (AC) is 1.00 and 1.41, respectively, which is much lower
than that (6–12) of TENGs.[22] Such typical high crest factor of
TENG can seriously influence working lifetime and capacity
performance in terms of driving small electronic equipment
directly or acting as energy supply to charge batteries/supercapacitors.[22] To decrease the crest factor, the conventional
approaches focus on increasing the working frequency.[18]
However, it is unrealistic to directly harvest the distributed
high frequency mechanical energy in the ambient for biomechanical and blue energy whose working frequency are typical

The high-output triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is indispensable for its
practical applications toward industrial products. However, the electricity
loss in simple parallel connection among all units and the typically high
crest factor output seriously hamper the practical applications of TENG.
Here, a rectified TENG is reported in parallel structure to solve the problem
of electricity loss in simple parallel connection. The rotational contact–
separation structure with phase difference between rectified TENGs
addresses high crest factor output and extends service life of rotational TENG
simultaneously. The current crest factor is dramatically decreased to
1.31 in multiple rectifier multiple TENG in parallel (MRM-TENG), while that
of TENG in simple parallel is higher than 6. Meanwhile, the current output
can retain up to ≈93% of its initial performance after 7 200 000 rotations
under 2.00 r s−1 of 1000 h. Furthermore, the equivalent current can be in
linear growth with low crest factor by making MRM-TENG in parallel for
distributed energy supply without electricity loss. This work may provide a
new strategy for TENG in parallel to achieve a low crest factor output and
long-term cycling stability power generation in distributed energy harvesting
for large-scale power application.

1. Introduction
Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), as a distinctive revolutionary technology converting low-frequency mechanical
energy into electricity, has attracted tremendous interest due to
its unique advantages of high peak power density, light weight,
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lower than 5 Hz.[1,15,18,24,25] A novel approach decreasing the
crest factor is achieved by means of superimposing different
regularly shifted phases,[22] but its rotational sliding friction
TENG mode is limited by short working lifetime. The continuous wearing between the electrode and relative friction
layer in rotational sliding friction TENG mode will sharply
provide a large amount of heat to damage friction material,
which limits TENG’s working durability and commercialization.[2,20,26] Therefore, it is an urgent issue to simultaneously
solve the problems of electricity loss of TENG in parallel, high
crest factor output, and short lifetime in rotational structure of
TENG.
Here, a low crest factor output and long-lifetime TENG
without unnecessary electricity loss is achieved through a
tactful combination of rectified TENGs in parallel with phase
difference and rotational contact–separation mode. We provide a systematical simulation to reduce crest factor of wave
without unnecessary electricity loss through wave interference
with phase difference. Based on the results, in multiple rectifier multiple TENG in parallel (MRM-TENG), the current crest

factor is dramatically decreased to 1.31. The current output can
retain up to ≈93% of its initial performance after 7 200 000
rotations under 2.00 r s−1 of 1000 h contributed by the structural advantage of rotational contact–separation mode. This
work may provide a new strategy for TENG to achieve a low
crest factor output and long-term cycling stability power generation in distributed energy harvesting for large-scale power
application.

2. Results
2.1. Design of SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG
In order to obtain a stable low crest factor output by phase
difference interference wave, a design of rotational contact–
separation TENG with multiple electrodes that distributed on
the outside of the ring evenly is employed to convert mechani
cal energy into electric power. It consists of two parts, a stator
and a rotor, as shown in Figure 1a. The stator is composed of

Figure 1. Design of the M-TENG, SRM-TENG, and MRM-TENG and their electrical performance. a) Schematic description of M-TENG and its detailed
structure. b) Full size and enlarged detailed version of the stator in M-TENG (scale bar: 100 nm). c) Circuit and d) current outputs of M-TENG. e) Circuit
and f) current output of SRM-TENG. g) Circuit and h) current output of MRM-TENG. Relationship between i) equivalent current, j) crest factor, and
speed of three types of TENG, respectively.
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a ring, which contains 24 electrodes, named A-X, respectively
(Figure 1b). Every electrode consists of three layers in total,
fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) dielectric layer, Kapton
supporting layer, and copper conducting layer. The rotor
owns just several push rods. This design tactfully achieves
the contact–separation mode of TENG by rotational structure,
which extends the working durability and achieves a longterm stability of rotational TENG. According to the contact–
separation mode TENG (Figure S1, Supporting Information),
every two adjacent electrodes form a TENG device. When the
FEP and copper surfaces achieve physical contact by the rotational push rod, triboelectric charges will be created on the two
contacted surfaces (I progress in Figure S1, Supporting Information). Then a potential difference can be generated when
the two surfaces are separated by mechanical motion, which
will drive electrons flow back and forth between the two electrodes (II, III, and IV progresses in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). Considering the impact of different connection
methods on the output of TENG, three types of circuits are discussed as shown in Figure 1c–h. Multiple TENGs in simple parallel (M-TENG) with traditional circuit mode generate AC signal
which increases with rising rotational speed (Figure 1c,d).
Similar to previous studies, a full-wave rectifier is added into
the M-TENG circuit to form a single rectifier M-TENG (SRMTENG) to produce DC signals (Figure 1e,f), accompanied with
the similar value of equivalent current with M-TENG (IEC, the
quotient of the integral of current and time with respect to time
I EC =

∫

t +Δt

t

I dt /Δt (1)

where I is the collected experimental data and Δt is the
required time, Figure 1i. Differently, when every single TENG
first links with the rectifier, respectively, and then connects to
the circuit in parallel to form the multiple rectifier M-TENG
(MRM-TENG), the IEC of MRM-TENG can boost up to 4.27-fold
compared with that of SRM-TENG (Figure 1–i) (open circuit
voltage, transferred charge, and detailed value of IEC and crest
factor of three types of TENGs are described in Figure S2 and
Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). Especially,
the crest factor of MRM-TENG is significantly lower than
SRM-TENG (Figure 1j). For example, the crest factor can be
decreased from 5.35 for SRM-TENG to 2.01 for MRM-TENG
at 1.00 r s−1. Taking advantage of the structure of MRM-TENG,
the problems in traditional TENGs in parallel of unnecessary
electricity loss and high crest factor is effectively solved. Furthermore, the output performance of two kinds of circuit structure MRM-TENG (Type I and Type II in Figure S3, Supporting
Information) shows that the Type II structure can harvest more
electric energy than Type I (Figure S4, Supporting Information), indicating its better harvest efficiency.

2.2. Working Mechanism of SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG
Typically, the working mechanism of the M-TENG is based
on the coupling of triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction. The triboelectric charges on the surface of the electrode
electrostatically induce the opposite charges on the next electrode, thereby, causing AC current among the electrodes
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(Figures S1 and S2a, Supporting Information). However, SRMTENG and MRM-TENG show different IEC and crest factor
because of different circuit connections. The simulation results
explain the different current output shapes of SRM-TENG and
MRM-TENG, as shown in Figure 2. An intermittent triangular
wave is used to simulate an output signal of TENG, shown in
Figure 2a, where the rest time is 0.3 s, the time of forming
triangular wave is 0.2 s, and then a reverse symmetric wave
is appeared, the whole period time is 1.0 s, the peak current
and IEC is 10 and 2 µA, respectively, therefore, the crest factor
is 5, which is close to the value of reported TENG. Ten separate
current waves are used to simulate the output current shape of
SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG mode. As shown in Figure 2b, for
SRM-TENG mode, every separate wave keeps the same shape
with the origin signal (Figure S5a, Supporting Information).
The whole output is presented after 10 separated waves superimposing without phase difference and rectifying (Figure 2b).
As presented in Figure 2c, for MRM-TENG mode, every waveforms a bitriangular shape due to the flipping of negative part
by separate rectified (Figure S5b, Supporting Information). The
sum output is the interference of 10 separate rectified waves
without phase difference. Thus, the same shape of SRM-TENG
and MRM-TENG is obtained when the separate wave does
not have phase difference. However, when the separate waves
show a regular phase difference of 0.1 s, it can be seen from
Figure 2d that the output current is zero for the simulated
SRM-TENG. This phenomenon indicates the inevitable electricity loss of traditional TENGs in parallel if all signals are not
in the same phase. Differently, the straight line at 20 µA of simulated MRM-TENG provides an opportunity to overcome the
traditional high crest factor characteristic of TENG without electricity loss. In SRM-TENG, multiple groups of TENG working
at different times will neutralize the positive and negative
charges, resulting in electricity loss due to the principle of wave
interference. In MRM-TENG, this problem has been solved by
rectification first. Therefore, MRM-TENG shows a higher output
without the unnecessary power loss. Next, simulation focuses
on the various phase differences between 10 separated waves in
wave interference of two modes, shown in Figure 2f,g (detailed
current waves of simulated SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG are
shown in Figures S6 and S7 in the Supporting Information).
With the decrease of phase difference from 0.5 s to 0.01 s, the
simulated IEC of SRM-TENG decreases to the minimum value
of 0 at 0.2 s and 0.1 s, and then gradually increases (Figure 2f).
It is noticed that the reduction of crest factor for SRM-TENG
is at the expense of sacrificing electrical energy, resulting in a
lower output and even at zero (Figure 2f). On the contrary, the
results of simulated MRM-TENG present that the crest factor
can be decreased without electricity loss (the IEC keeps ≈20 µA
under various phase difference), and the crest factor reach
to the minimum value of 1 at optimal phase difference 0.1 s
(Figure 2g). This behavior is attributed to the interference of the
optimal phase difference, which continuously superimposes
and reduces the crest factor more effectively. Further research
focuses on the influence of the wave number (device number)
at optimal phase difference as shown in Figure 2h. Both the
high IEC and the low crest factor simultaneously of simulated
MRM-TENG can be successfully achieved with the increase of
device number (detailed current output is shown in Figure S8,
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Figure 2. Working mechanism of the SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG. a) A simulated TENG signal with crest factor of 5. The interference wave under
b) simulated SRM-TENG and c) simulated MRM-TENG with no phase difference. The interference wave under d) simulated SRM-TENG and e) simulated
MRM-TENG mode with regular phase difference. The crest factor and equivalent current under f) simulated SRM-TENG and g) simulated MRM-TENG
with various phase difference. h) The crest factor and equivalent current of MRM-TENG under different device number. i) The optimal phase difference
and minimum device number of various crest factor waves to obtain the interference wave with crest factor of 1.

Supporting Information), for example, a low crest factor of
1 with high IEC ≈20 µA is obtained when the wave number
is 10. Based on this working principle, a strategy can be proposed to generate an ideal crest factor of 1 for various shapes
of current wave (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Figure 2i
presents the optimal phase difference and corresponding minimum device number for various kind of crest factor of TENGs
to achieve an ideal crest factor of 1. For the sharp triangular
wave with high crest factor ≈10, it at least needs 20 devices
to superimpose to achieve an output wave with crest factor
≈1 when the phase different is 0.05 s. Therefore, the desired
values of crest factor and IEC in the interference wave applied in
various application field can be obtained by adjusting the phase
difference and device number. According to these results, a real
complex TENG wave is utilized to replace the simple triangular
wave to simulate the output performance of real TENG in parallel, which shows that the low crest factor interference wave
without electricity loss can also be obtained (Figure S10 and
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Table S3, Supporting Information). This method provides an
effective strategy of making TENG in parallel to generate a
low crest factor interference wave without electricity loss in
harvesting wind energy, biomechanical energy, and ocean
wave energy. Therefore, inspired by the MRM-TENG working
mechanism, the development of utilizing multiple rectifier
circuit to enhance IEC and lessen crest factor of TENG in
parallel is highly desired and it pushes the electricity generation
of the TENG to the next low crest factor DC stage.

2.3. Performance Optimization in MRM-TENG
MRM-TENG can produce a low crest factor interference output.
Here, to optimize the output performance of the MRM-TENG,
its structure, for example, electrode size, distance between push
rod and electrode edge, and push rod number, is systematically studied. As shown in Figure 3a–c, the R, W, L, D and N
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Figure 3. Performance optimization in MRM-TENG. The schematic description of a) length and width, b) distance between electrodes and push rod,
and c) the number of push rod in MRM-TENG. The equivalent current performance of MRM-TENG at different parameters: d) width, where L = 10 cm,
D = 2 cm, N = 4, e) length, where W = 2 cm, D = 2 cm, N = 4, f) distance between electrodes and push rod, where L = 10 cm, W = 5 cm, N = 4, g) the
number of push rod, where L = 10 cm, W = 5 cm, D = 2 cm. h) The equivalent current and i) crest factor performance of MRM-TENG affected by the
distance and the number of push rod, where L = 10 cm, W = 5 cm. (The speed is 8.00 r s−1).

are introduced to describe the relationship between structure
parameters and output performance of MRM-TENG, where
R is the radius of the supporting ring, W and L are the width
and length of the electrodes respectively, D is the perpendicular
distance between the push rod and the electrode edge, and N is
the number of the push rods. It is noticed that the IEC increases
as the speed rises from 0.25 to 8 r s−1 under different structure
parameters (Figure 3d–g), and corresponding current output
curves are shown in Figure S11–S14 (Supporting Information).
The IEC presents an approximate linear relationship with the
increase of the W (Figure 3d and Figure S11, Supporting Information). With the increase of L, IEC increases first and then
decreases (Figure 3e and Figure S12, Supporting Information).
Similarly, when the D increases, the IEC also increases first and
then rapidly decreases (Figure 3f and Figure S13, Supporting
Information). Furthermore, depending on the number of the
push rod from 1 to 24, the IEC first increases and then gradually
decreases (Figure 3g and Figure S14, Supporting Information).
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According to the basic working principle of TENG, increasing
the effective contact area is the most fundamental way to
increase the IEC. Considering the overlap between the adjacent
electrodes in the MRM-TENG, it is unwise to increase L and
decrease D blindly to improve the contact area (Figure 3e,f).
A critical condition with the largest contact area is presented:
the last push rod just leaves two electrodes and the next push
rod just touches two electrodes during the working process of
MRM-TENG. At this time, there is a quantitative relationship
between the R, L, D, and N

θ=

2π L − D
≈
(2)
N R +D

where θ is the sweeping rotation angle of each push rod. Thus,
the optimal effective contact area, that is, the maximum usage
of electrode contact area, is produced when θ is similar to the
radian of the push rod sweeping over the electrode. When R and L
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are fixed, the influence of N and D on the IEC and crest factor
is depicted in Figure 3h,i, showing that the appropriate N and
D contribute a high equivalent current and a lower crest factor
output. The IEC can be boosted to ≈0.20 mA and the crest factor
can be dramatically decreased to 1.31 by selecting appropriate
parameters. The detailed relationship between different parameters is presented in Figure S15 (Supporting Information).
Furthermore, different number of electrodes of MRM-TENG is
fabricated to obtain more information about equivalent current
and crest factor as shown in Figure S16 (Supporting Information). The MRM-TENG with 24 electrodes exhibit a higher IEC
with lower crest factor output than that of MRM-TENG with 12
electrodes. On account of the overlap between the electrodes,
the IEC of MRM-TENG with 24 electrodes increases only ≈50%
than 12 electrodes and the crest factor decreases ≈50%. Scaling
up or downsizing MRM-TENG in the same proportion with
optimal parameters can be used as distributed energy supply
under different conditions. Such design can address the high
crest factor and low equivalent current simultaneously that
TENG has faced for a long time in the advanced development.

in detail in Figure 4f,g, and Figures S20 and S21 (Supporting
Information). The MRM-TENG exhibits a maximum average
power of ≈18 mW at a matched load resistance of 10 MΩ
and possesses volumetric power of 36 W m−3. The electrode
of MRM-TENG only weighs on the order of gram, far below
than mainstream wind generator. The mass specific power of
MRM-TENG is ≈400 W kg−1. The equivalent current can be in
linear growth with low crest factor by making MRM-TENG in
parallel (Figure 4h). Furthermore, MRM-TENG possesses low
cost and flexible size compared with electromagnetic wind
generator, which can be industrialized to harvest distributed
energy in some environments (Figure 4i).[28,29] In practical
applications, even if some electrodes are damaged during
long-term operation, MRM-TENG can still work due to independent electrode structure. Compared with the conventional
rotational free-standing TENG, its working durability has been
greatly improved (Figure S24, Supporting Information). Such
design may provide a new strategy for TENG to achieve a low
crest factor and long-term cycling stability power generation in
distributed energy harvesting for large-scale power application.

2.4. Applications of MRM-TENG

3. Conclusion

A rotational contact–separation MRM-TENG can be designed
for wind energy harvester in distributed energy supply, easing
the pressure of main supply during the electricity consumption peak period (Figure 4a).[27] The push rod adding the coaxial
tube reduces friction force with electrodes for a longer working
lifetime of MRM-TENG. The MRM-TENG solves the bottleneck of the traditional TENG with rotation mode with short
service lifetime and expands the using scope of traditional
vertical contact–separation mode’s TENG, which only collects
mechanical energy in a single direction. In addition, it takes
advantage of both the long working lifetime of the vertical contact–separation mode and harvests wind energy based on the
rotational mode in any direction. As the wind speed increases,
the current continuously increases and the voltage increases
first and then decreases (Figure 4b–d). The IEC maintains a
positive correlation with wind speed. The MRM-TENG presents
high output voltage of 800–1100 V and equivalent current of
≈0.2 mA under the speed of 8.00 r s−1, respectively. As shown
in Figure 4c–e and Figure S17 (Supporting Information), the
stable wave of current and voltage with low crest factor is
presented in a long-time cycling test, indicating an excellent
performance of MRM-TENG. The current output can retain
up to ≈93% of its initial performance after 7 200 000 rotations
under 2.00 r s−1 of 1000 h and the phase structure of copper
electrode and FEP is unchanged after the cycling (Figure S18,
Supporting Information). The reality of wind power system is
typical rotation of 0.50–1.00 r s−1. The relatively high speed of
2.00 r s−1 is used for the accelerated stability test. The result
means that the MRM-TENG will have better working durability performance in actual application. Such an MRM-TENG
is also a proper energy supply to charge a lithium ion battery
(Figure S19, Supporting Information). It takes 1.8 h to make
the lithium ion battery obtain capacity of 153 µAh and the
coulombic efficiency reaches up to 94.6%. Meanwhile, current
shape and average power under different loads are also studied

In summary, our work solves several problems of electricity loss
of the TENGs in simple parallel connection, inherent high crest
factor output of TENG, and short working lifetime of TENG
basing on rotational structure. To be specific, rectified TENG in
parallel prevents the unnecessary electricity loss; phase difference between several rectified TENG addresses the high crest
factor output; the rotational contact–separation mode provides a
powerful approach for a long-term stability lifetime. Therefore,
a low crest factor and long-term stability output of MRM-TENG
is obtained simultaneously without unnecessary electricity loss.
The simulation results present the working mechanism that
the desired value of crest factor and equivalent current in wave
interference can be obtained by adjusting the phase difference
and device numbers. As inspired by the MRM-TENG working
mechanism, the development of utilizing multiple rectifier
circuit to enhance equivalent current and lessen crest factor of
TENG in parallel is highly desired and it the electricity generation of the TENG to the next low crest factor DC stage. Meanwhile, the challenge of how to manipulate multiple electrodes
and correlate structure details to improve device performance
have been well discussed. The current crest factor is dramatically decreased to 1.31 in MRM-TENG. The equivalent current
can be in linear growth with low crest factor by making MRMTENG in parallel for distributed energy supply without electricity loss. The efficiency can retain up to ≈93% of its initial
performance after 7 200 000 rotations under 2.00 r s−1 of 1000 h.
This work may provide a new strategy for TENG to achieve a low
crest factor and long-term cycling stability power generation in
distributed energy harvesting for large-scale power application.
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4. Experimental Section
Fabrication of Multiphase Electrodes Triboelectric Nanogenerator:
The M-TENG was composed of two parts, a stator and a rotator. The
stator was constituted of multiple electrodes with the radius of 4 cm
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Figure 4. The application of MRM-TENG. a) The schematic description of MRM-TENG in harvesting wind energy and its application. b) The current
and d) voltage output of MRM-TENG under different speeds. c) The current and e) voltage output of MRM-TENG under 2.00 r s−1 in a long-term
stability. f) The average power and g) equivalent current of MRM-TENG under various speeds and loads. h) The equivalent current and crest factor of
MRM-TENG under different device numbers. i) The schematic diagram of MRM-TENG in practical application.
each. The M-TENG had 12 TENGs constituted by 24 independent
electrodes. The width of electrode was 2, 3, and 5 cm, respectively, and
the length of electrode was 5, 10, and 20 cm, respectively. The electrode
was consisted of FEP, copper components oppositely mounted onto a
Kapton substrate using an adhesion layer. The rotator only consisted
of several push rods. The push rod number was 1–24 and the distance
between push rod and electrode edge was 1, 2, 3, and 4 cm.
Simulation of Outputs: The output signal of TENG was simulated
by ORIGIN software based on the principle of wave interference.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2020, 1903024

To visualize the difference between the SRM-TENG and MRM-TENG,
the waveform of the TENG was simplified to a triangular wave, where
the rest time was 0.3 s, the time of forming triangular wave was 0.2 s,
and then a reverse symmetric wave appeared, the whole period time was
1.0 s, the peak current and IEC was 10 and 2 µA, respectively.
Structure Characterization: The microstructures of samples were
conducted by a cold field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM, HITACHI SU8200) with the working voltage and current of
5 kV and 10 µA, respectively. The crystalline structure of samples was
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identified on a X’Pert3 diffractometer (PANalytical, Netherlands) with a
Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.54056 Å) over the range of 10°–80° (2θ)
with a step size of 0.013°, the accelerating voltage and current were
40 kV and 40 mA, respectively.
Electrochemical Characterization: The programmable electrometer
(Keithley model 6514) was adopted to test the short-circuit current of
TENG and to monitor the voltage in process of TENG charging lithium
ion battery. A mixed domain oscilloscope (MDO3024) was used to test
the open-circuit voltage. A rotational motor (HBS86H) was applied
to drive the M-TENG, SRM-TENG, and MRM-TENG. Galvanostatic
discharge tests of cells were carried out on a LAND CT2001A system
(Wuhan, China).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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